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I was thinking of the concept of power after a particular global healing session last week.
Over the years, I have often done sessions with clients on power. We clear a variety of aspects of
power including all lifetimes of having had positions of power. All lifetimes in leadership, or as a
monarch, for example, usually come with a lot of karma to clear because of the influence of those
positions. During those sessions, we also address times of misuse of power, feeling
disempowered, fear of power, mistakes when in power, loss of power, being stripped of power, etc.
I remember one day when I cleared all aspects of power for myself and my next client following my
own session on myself, asked if I have a new telephone system because I sounded so different. It
was a reaction I will never forget. I definitely spoke with more authority.
Setting that idea of clearing all blocks to being and feeling empowered aside, I want to share my
experience last week which was so humbling.
As some of you know, I have a specialty of clearing darkness. While working with a colleague on
some global matters, a demon appeared. So picture he and I against a big hairy monster for lack of
a better description. He was taunting us. And, part of that effort tried to get us unnerved in the
process. We were attempting to find out what his position and needs were.
I was inviting him to return to light saying we work for God and his s ome of the response was "I am
more powerful than God" and "There are others more powerful than God as well".
I responded that this is between him and God. He said that my humility was disempowering. He
said I was much more powerful than that. He was tempting me to take a stance of power. I told him
I have no power at all except for the power of God within me working through me.
So rather than take the bait and take a stance in the power I do have within, I let it all go and turned
all over to God without fear of any kind. The next thing I saw was the demon melting before my
eyes. He was shocked and couldn't believe what just happened to him. It reminded me of the
"Wizard of Oz" when the wicked witch of the east was melting away.
I was so humbled by that experience, because I couldn't have made that happen. It was only God
through me that could possibly affect that kind of change. And, God made it so easy.
Could you imagine what is possible for God to accomplish if you allowed him to work through you?
If everyone right now allowed God to work through them, could you imagine how the world would
look? God always has the highest and best in mind for all but works through people. If you aren't
allowing God to work through you, then you are limiting his potential in your life and the lives of

others you can impact.
You may be more powerful than you believe true. Letting go of all the past history that diminishes
your power is extremely useful. Negative memories, thoughts, emotions. and karma, hold back
ascension.
But, surrendering your life and all activities to God, will bring you the greatest possible power in
existence and there is nothing to match it.
God shared last week that the importance of surrender and connecting with him directly is so
necessary right now that he has asked me to focus on helping people accomplish both. He said that
the transition the world is going through right now and the crisis, in particular, will end sooner and
go smoother when the masses have turned within to him.
If you aren't able to surrender as well as connect to God directly and get answers, I am happy to
help you with that. And, those of you who can, by following God's guidance now, you can be lead
and guided to what is most purposeful for you.
Wishing you true power within...
Blessings,

PS: Don't forgot to join is our Facebook group, Help from Heaven, for further discussion.
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Wisdom of the Guardian

Group Healing Calls

Many are struggling
for answers and have
asked what they can
do personally do their
own healing. Reading
"Wisdom of the
Guardian: Treasures
from Archangel
Michael to Change
Your Life" can help.
Michael addresses
purpose, career,
relationships, parenting, and Heaven on Earth
among other insights.
Michael is always with you when you read the
book.
The tools he provides at the end of the book will
serve you over and over again.
Wisdom of the Guardian

May 2, 2020, 11:11 AM EST
Clear Your Past and Change Your Future
Release the limitations from the past that are
blocking your future of ease, joy and
abundance. Let go of negative emotions,
beliefs, situations, challenges, karma, ancestral
and 3D programming as well as anything
sabotaging or concerning you. We will be
clearing with mothers and motherhood to
set all free from that most karmic
situation along with whatever God dictates in
both clearing and teaching.
For more information and registration.
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She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges
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clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and
darkness as well as clearing the future.
Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and
atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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